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SUMMARY 

Purpose: To assess clinical, laboratory and radiological differences between Delta and Alpha 

SARS-CoV-2 variants. 

Materials and methods: Twenty SARS-CoV-2 patients admitted from 30th of August to 30th of 

October 2021 (period with estimated highest prevalence of Delta variant circulation in Italy) were 

enrolled. Patients were matched in a 1:1 ratio with same gender and same age +/- 2 years controls 

admitted from 1st of September 2020 to 30th of January 2021 (predominant circulation of Alpha 
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variant). Chest computed tomography (CT) were retrospectively evaluated. Main clinical 

parameters, radiological and laboratory findings were compared between two groups.  

Results: Patients with probable Delta variant had significantly higher CT severity scores, lower 

PaO2/FiO2 ratio and higher C-reactive protein and lactate dehydrogenase levels at admission. On 

multivariate analysis, probable Delta variant infection was associated with higher CT severity score. 

Ground glass opacities and crazy paving patterns were more frequently noticed than consolidation, 

with the latter being more frequent in Delta cohort, even though not significantly. According to 

prevalent imaging pattern, the consolidation one was significantly associated with pregnancy (p 

=0.008). 

Conclusions: Patients admitted during predominance of Delta variant circulation had a more severe 

lung involvement compared to patients in infected when Alpha variant was predominant. Despite 

imaging pattern seems to be not influenced by viral variant and other clinical variables, the 

consolidative pattern was observed more frequently in pregnancy. 
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INTRODUCTION 18 

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the pandemic coronavirus 19 

associated with Coronavirus Infectious Diseases 2019 (COVID-19), a clinical entity that may cause 20 

from pauci-symptomatic illness to severe bilateral interstitial pneumonia, also leading to acute 21 

respiratory distress syndrome [1-4]. Ground glass opacities, consolidation and crazy paving pattern 22 

are typical chest computed tomography (CT) findings of COVID-19 [3, 5-11]. Spontaneous 23 

mutations in viral genome, especially when they occur on the receptor binding domain, can be 24 
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associated with the circulation of viral variant of concern (VOCs), leading to either increased 25 

transmissibility, disease severity, or reduction in antibody neutralization and response to vaccines 26 

and therapies [12-14].  27 

Since the summer 2021, SARS-CoV-2 B.1.617.2 (Delta/Indian) became the prevalent circulating 28 

variant in Europe, replacing the B.1.1.7 (Alpha/UK) variant predominating until then [15].  29 

Delta variant was associated with higher transmissibility and higher risk of hospitalization, often 30 

with rapid evolution of the respiratory impairment and needing for intensive care admission, 31 

especially in pregnant women, among which severe and critical cases significantly increased with 32 

Delta peak compared to previous pandemic waves, according to a prospective study by Adikhari et 33 

al [16]. Nonetheless, data about clinical-radiological implications of such phenomenon are lacking 34 

in literature.  35 

At our institution, the largest University Hospital in Southern Italy and the regional reference center 36 

for COVID-19 in pregnancy, we observed more than 1,000 cases of COVID-19 from the beginning 37 

of the pandemic, with around 30% of them that were pregnant women.  38 

The aim of this this study was to assess clinical, laboratory and radiological differences between 39 

Delta and Alpha variants during the first 10 days of the disease. 40 

 41 

 42 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 43 

Study design and participants 44 

We conducted a retrospective case-control study of patients admitted to our COVID facility from 45 

30
th

 of August to 30
th

 of October 2021 (predominance of Delta variant circulation). In all patients, 46 

nasopharyngeal swabs were collected and processed for RT-PCR assay to confirm the diagnosis. 47 

Only patients having chest CT-scan within 10 days from symptoms onset were included. Patients 48 

were matched in a 1:1 ratio with same gender and same age +/- 2 years controls consecutively 49 
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admitted from 1
st
 of September 2020 to 30

th
 of January 2021 (predominant circulation of Alpha 50 

variant). We excluded charts with missing data. 51 

Data collection 52 

An electronic search was conducted among patients admitted in the study period in Infectious 53 

Diseases Unit of our facility. We collected data about: age; sex; date of admission and discharge; 54 

days from admission to CT scan; date of COVID-19 symptoms onset; clinical severity according to 55 

the World Health Organization (WHO) Ordinal Scale for Clinical Improvement (OSCI); Charlson 56 

Co-morbidity Index; pregnancy status; partial oxygen pressure/oxygen fraction (PaO2/FiO2) ratio, 57 

lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), C-reactive protein (CRP), white blood cell, absolute lymphocytes 58 

and neutrophils count [17, 18]. All laboratory data were collected on admission.  59 

With respect to pregnancy, CT scan was performed after cesarean section in all patients. 60 

CT protocol 61 

All exams were performed on a single CT scanner (Toshiba Astelion 16 Slices, Tokyo, Japan) 62 

dedicated to COVID-19 patients. The scanning range was from the apex to lung base. The detailed 63 

parameters were the following: tube voltage, 120 kVp, mAs modulation, 80-120 mAs, slice 64 

thickness, 1.0 mm, reconstruction interval, 0.8mm. The CT dose index volume (CTDI vol; in mGy), 65 

a standardized measure of the output radiation dose of a CT scanner, was collected. 66 

 67 

Image analysis 68 

CT images were reviewed by two radiologists with 6 and 25 years of experience in thoracic 69 

imaging, respectively. According to the standard glossary reported by the Fleischner Society 70 

prevalent radiological patterns were identified as ground glass opacity (GGO), crazy-paving pattern, 71 

and pulmonary consolidation [19]. In all patients a semi-quantitative CT severity score proposed by 72 

Chung et al. was calculated per each of the 5 lobes considering the extent of anatomic involvement, 73 

as follows: 0, no involvement; 1, 5-25% involvement; 2, 26-50% involvement; 3, 51-75% 74 

involvement; and 4, > 75% involvement [20]. An overall lung total severity score was reached by 75 
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summing the five lobe scores (range of possible scores, 0-20). The presence of extra-pulmonary 76 

findings such as lymphadenopathies and pleural effusion was also collected.  77 

Statistical analysis 78 

The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 27 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL). Continuous 79 

variables were reported as median and interquartile range and categorical variables as frequency 80 

and percentages. Categorical variables were confronted with Chi-squared test and Fisher’s exact test 81 

when appropriate. Continuous variables were confronted with logistic regression. A significance 82 

level of 0.05 was set for the interpretation of the results. A multivariate logistic analysis was used to 83 

confront the variables that resulted significant at the univariate analysis. 84 

 85 

RESULTS 86 

Among 60 patients admitted to our facility during the observational period for cases (Delta period), 87 

only 37 were admitted during the first 10 days of the disease. Out of 37 screened patients with 88 

probable Delta variant infection, 10 patients did not undergo a CT-scan and 7 had no radiological 89 

images available on hospital online consultation platform at the time of the analysis. Therefore, we 90 

included 20 cases (Table 1). The median CT dose index volume was respectively 11.4 mGy (IQR,4) 91 

for patients with probable Delta variant infection and 11 mGy (IQR,5.5) for the control group. 92 

 93 

Patients with probable Delta variant infection had significantly higher CT severity score (p=0.04), 94 

lower PaO2/FiO2 ratio (p=0.036) and higher CRP (p=0.038) and LDH (p=0.01) levels at admission. 95 

At multivariate analysis, probable Delta variant infection was only associated with higher CT 96 

severity score (aOR 0.56; 95%CI 0.32-0.961; p=0.035). In the whole sample, ground glass opacities 97 

and crazy paving patterns were more frequent than consolidation (77% vs. 22%), with the latter 98 

being more frequent in the Delta cohort than in the Alpha cohort (30% vs. 15%), even though not 99 

significantly (Chi
2
=1.29, p=0.22). No differences among cases and controls were found in terms of 100 

frequency of lymphadenopathies and pleural effusion. 101 
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According to the prevalent imaging pattern (consolidated vs non-consolidated) in the overall 102 

population (cases and controls), patients with consolidated pattern were more frequently females, 103 

pregnant, younger, with lower LDH and Charlson Co-morbidity Score and higher WBC, 104 

neutrophils, lymphocytes, CRP and PaO2/FiO2 levels, compared to patients with non-consolidated 105 

pattern, although only female sex (Chi
2
=4.26, p=0.04), age (OR 0.94; 95%CI 0.902-0.999; p=0.046) 106 

and pregnancy (Chi
2
=9.17, p=0.008) resulted to be independently associated with consolidated 107 

pattern at admission (Table 2). Representative images of chest CT of two patients with probable 108 

Delta and Alpha variants infection are shown in Figure 1. 109 

 110 

DISCUSSION 111 

In our study we specifically aimed to assess the clinical-radiologic characteristics of different 112 

circulating of SARS-CoV-2 VoCs during Alpha and Delta variant predominance. According to our 113 

results, probable infection with Delta variant is independently associated with higher severity score 114 

at CT scan performed in the early phase of COVID-19 compared to Alpha variant. The impact of 115 

such data on clinical course of the diseases and patient’s outcome is still to be demonstrated, 116 

although our cohort showed higher level of CRP and LDH and lower PaO2/FiO2 ratio among 117 

patients with probable Delta infection. Moreover, prevalent consolidative pattern resulted to be only 118 

associated with the demographic characteristics of the patients (young, female, pregnant), rather 119 

than clinical severity or prognostic markers such as high CRP or low lymphocyte count. Such data 120 

seems to support the evidence that parenchymal consolidation at CT scan of the disease should not 121 

be considered as a reliable marker of bacterial coinfection/superinfection in early stages of COVID-122 

19, thus making empiric antibiotic prescription often inappropriate [21]. However, Granata et al. 123 

showed no radiological pattern differences among VoC in another retrospective study. Actually, 124 

they considered also vaccination as a confounding factor but they enrolled only ICU patients and 125 

they did not refer to the clinical history of COVID-19 [22]. In our opinion, this should be 126 

considered a bias as only severe cases were hospitalized in ICU. 127 
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Actually, also another larger retrospective Italian cohort showed no differences in radiological 128 

patterns between the different waves with a trend towards a more severity of lung involvement 129 

during the delta period [23]. However, even if they enrolled only patients that performed CT scan at 130 

admission, no data about COVID-19 clinical history and symptoms onset were available so that we 131 

cannot exclude that different radiological patterns could be due to different stages of the disease.  132 

As we stated above, a consolidative pattern was more frequent in pregnant women. It is noteworthy 133 

a severe course of COVID-19 in pregnant women during delta variant surge. In detail, Seasly and 134 

colleagues have showed an increased proportions of severe–critical disease (13% vs 36%, aRR 135 

2.76) and ICU admissions (8% vs 29%, aRR3.42) in the Delta cohort compared to the former waves 136 

[24]. Furthermore, they also demonstrated a significant increase in needs of respiratory support 137 

(13% vs 36%, aRR 2.76) and intubation (5% vs 23% aRR 4.18) [24]. Our data support this 138 

evidence, as we firstly demonstrate a different imaging pattern in pregnant women with Delta 139 

variant infection, with parenchymal consolidation even during the first days of COVID-19. 140 

However, in our study we believe that a significant different radiological presentation 141 

(consolidative vs non-consolidative pattern, p=0.22) was not demonstrated among cases and 142 

controls probably due to two main reasons: our small sample size and lack of certain VoC 143 

identification during the first period of Delta predominance. However, according to the European 144 

Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, within the time interval of cases inclusion, more than 145 

99% of the newly reported SARS-CoV-2 infections were attributed to Delta variant [15]. 146 

Despite the limitations of the study, namely its retrospective nature, the small number of enrolled 147 

patients and the lack of a sequencing test to assess the variant, our data show that patients admitted 148 

during the highest peak of delta variant circulation had a more severe radiological picture within the 149 

first 10 days of symptoms onset compared to patients of the former wave. In the overall population, 150 

pregnancy, female sex and young age were the only variables that resulted independently associated 151 

with a prevalent consolidative pattern on CT scan performed at admission, while no relation seems 152 
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to exist between imaging pattern and clinical and biochemical variable associated with worse 153 

prognosis and bacterial infection.  154 

In conclusion, during this pandemic we have witnessed dramatic changes in clinical, laboratory and 155 

radiological findings as different VoCs emerged. Our study demonstrated higher CRP values and 156 

worse clinical condition in the first days of COVID-19 during Delta Variant surge compared to 157 

Alpha variant predominance, with consolidative pattern being observed more frequently in pregnant 158 

patients.  159 

Finally, despite we showed results referring to an outdated VoC, our study save interest as new 160 

VoCs with similar characteristics may appear in the next future. Our data could help physicians to 161 

correctly manage COVID-19 for example avoiding inappropriate prescription of antibiotics only 162 

referring to CT scan pattern.  163 

 164 

165 
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Table 1 - Demographic and clinical characteristics of cases and controls. 291 

 292 
 Cases 

(N=20) 

Controls 

(N=20) 

Total 

(N=40) 

Chi2 OR (95%CI) aOR 

(95%CI) 

Females, n (%) 11 (55) 8 (40) 19 (47.5%) Chi2=0.9, 

p=0.26 

  

Age (years), median (IQR) 51.5 (33-

63.25) 

52 (33.25-

65.25) 

52 (33.25-

64.25) 

 0.9 (0.97-

1.037), 

p=0.766 

 

Charlson Index, median (IQR)  1 (1-3.75) 1 (0-2.75) 1 (0-3)  1.03 (0.74-

1.2), p=0.83 

 

Pregnant (post C-section), n 

(%) 

4 (20) 4 (20) 8 (20) Chi2=1, 

p=0.653 

  

Days from symptoms to CT 

scan, median (IQR) 

7 (3-8.5) 5 (1-7) 6 (2.25-8)  1.2 (1-1.44), 

p=0.05 

 

Days from admission to CT-

scan, median (IQR) 

0 (0-1.75) 1 (1-2.75) 0.5 (0-2)  0.95 (0.7-1.3), 

p=0.76 

 

WHO severity scale on 

admission (OSCI), median 

(IQR) 

4 (4-4) 4 (3-4) 4 (4-4)  1.95 (0.9-5), 

p=0.15 

 

CT severity score, median 

(IQR) 

8 (6.25-

11.75) 

5 (5-9.75) 7 (5-10.75)  1.225 (1.008-

1.48), p=0.04 

1.132 (1.002 

1.453) 

p=0.035 

WBC (x 10^3/uL), median 

(IQR) 

7.38 (4.9-

9.6) 

7.36 (5.44-

9.38) 

7.38 (5.2-

9.38) 

 0.954 (0.755-

1.2), p=0.7 

 

Neutrophils (x 10^3/uL), 

median (IQR) 

6 (3.9-8.2) 5.63 (4-8) 5.9 (4-8.2)  1.011 (0.795-

1.285), p=0.98 

 

Lymphocytes (x 10^3/uL), 

median (IQR) 

0.69 (0.55-

0.93) 

1.02 (0.61-

1.75) 

0.790 

(0.590-

1.29) 

 0.284 (0.073-

1.115), p=0.7 

 

PaO2/FiO2, median (IQR) 200 (150-

277) 

314 (242-

334) 

266 (150-

330) 

 0.992 (0.985-

0.999), 

p=0.036 

0.996 (0.99 

1.02) p=0.12 

CRP (mg/dL), median (IQR) 7.6 (3.8-

14.75) 

3.6 (1.4-5.44) 4.8 (2.5-

9.3) 

 1.173 (1.009-

1.363), 

p=0.038 

1.060 (0.8 

1.15) p=0.42 

LDH, median (IQR) 377 (324-

460) 

256 (207-

363) 

344 (237-

414) 

 1.010 (1.002-

1.018), p=0.01 

1.004 (0.97 

1.005) p=0.21 

Chest CT prevalent pattern, n 

(%) 

 Consolidative 

 Non consolidative 

(GGO or CP) 

 

 

6 (30) 

 

14 (70) 

 

 

3 (15) 

 

17 (85) 

 

 

9 (22) 

 

31 (77) 

 

 

Chi2= 1.29, 

p=0.22 

  

Chest CT extra-pulmonary 

findings, n (%) 

 Lymphadenopathy 

 Pleural effusion 

 

 

 

3 (15) 

1 (5) 

 

 

 

2 (10) 

1 (5) 

 

 

 

5 (12.5) 

2 (5) 

 

 

 

Chi2=0.3, 

p=0.5 

Chi2= 0, p=1 

 

  

ICU admission, n (%) 6 (30) 2 (10) 8 (20) Chi2=2.5, 

p=0.118 

  

Death, n (%) 3 (15) 0 (0) 3 (7.5) Chi2=3.24, 

p=0.115 

  

 293 
C-section: cesarean section; CT: computed tomography; WHO: World Health Organization; OSCI: Ordinal Scale for 294 
Clinical Improvement; WBC: white blood count; PaO2/FiO2: partial oxygen pressure/oxygen fraction; CRP: C-reactive 295 
protein; LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; GGO: ground glass opacity; CP: crazy paving; ICU: Intensive Care Unit. 296 
 297 

 298 

 299 

 300 

 301 
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 306 

Table 2 - Demographic and clinical characteristics according to prevalent imaging pattern.  307 

 308 
 Consolidated 

(N=9) 

Non-consolidated 

(N=31) 

Total 

(N=40) 
Chi2 OR (95%CI) 

Females, n (%) 7 (77.8) 12 (38.7) 19 (47.5) Chi2=4.26, p=0.04  

Age (years), median 

(IQR) 
33 (27.5-49) 58 (41-65) 52 (33.25-64.75)  0.94 (0.902-

0.999), 

p=0.046 

Pregnant (post C-

section), n (%) 

5 (55.6) 3 (9.7) 8 (20) Chi2=9.17, p=0.008  

Charlson Index, 

median (IQR)  
0 (0-1) 2 (0-4) 1 (0-3)  0.11 (0.345-

1.16), p=0.62 

WHO severity scale 

on admission 

(OSCI), median 

(IQR) 

4 (3.5-4.5) 4 (4) 4 (4)  1.118 (0.439-

.215), p=0.735 

 

WBC (x 10^3/uL), 

median (IQR) 

9.2 (6.5-9.7) 7.2 (3.8-8.1) 7.38 (5.23-9.38)  1.081 (0.817-

1.432), 

p=0.832 

Neutrophils (x 

10^3/uL), median 

(IQR) 

6 (4.9-8.3) 5.6 (3.8-8.1) 5.98 (4-8.2)  1.053 (0.791-

1.403), 

p=0.723 

Lymphocytes (x 

10^3/uL), median 

(IQR) 

0.86 (0.57-1.72) 0.78 (0.59-1.29) 0.79 (0.6-1.3)  1.729 (0.433-

6.9), p=0.438 

PaO2/FiO2, median 

(IQR) 

200 (135-322) 162 (280-330) 266 (150-330)  0.997 (0.989-

1.004), p=0.1 

CRP (mg/dL), 

median (IQR) 

5.7 (2-14.6) 4.2 (2.6-9.3) 4.8 (2.5-4.8)  1.029 (0.916-

1.157), p=0.62 

LDH (U/L), median 

(IQR) 

327 (236-417) 348 (237-418) 344 (237-414)  0.1 (0.993-

1.006), p=0.8) 

ICU admission, n 

(%) 

4 (44) 4 (13) 8 (20) Chi2=6.3, p=0.06  

Death, n (%) 0 (0) 3 (10) 3 (7.5) Chi2=1, p=0.45  

 309 
C-section: caesarean section; WHO: World Health Organization; OSCI: Ordinal Scale for Clinical Improvement; WBC: 310 
white blood count; PaO2/FiO2:  partial oxygen pressure/oxygen fraction; CRP: C-reactive protein; LDH: lactate 311 
dehydrogenase; ICU: Intensive Care Unit. 312 
 313 
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 315 

Figure 1 - Chest CT findings of COVID-19 pneumonia on axial images of two patients respectively 316 

with probable Delta variant, showing predominant consolidative pattern with a CT severity score of 317 

16 (A), and Alpha variant characterized by prevalent non-consolidative features with a CT severity 318 

score of 10 (B). 319 

 320 


